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SpencerWorks
Historic Beauty with Modern Convenience

SpencerWorks
All-Season
Hanging Window

™

Nothing complements the traditional architecture of
your home like a traditional hanging storm window.
But storing and changing every window with the
changing seasons is less than convenient–until now.
Introducing the SpencerWorks All-Season Hanging
Window...old-world craftsmanship combined with
the concealed convenience of a modern storm
window. Restore the authentic look and beauty of
your home without sacrificing functionality. The
All-Season Hanging Window is designed and built
exclusively by SpencerWorks.

Preserve the exterior beauty and value of your home
with SpencerWorks All-Season Hanging Windows.
• Enjoy the good looks and durability of a sliding
storm window with bronze anodized finish—
built into the frame and completely concealed
from the outside.
• Custom-built and sized to restore the architectural
integrity of your home.
• Constructed of solid wood (no finger-joining
used); treated with commercial grade preservative
prevents decay and termite infestation— while
ensuring stability and dimensional consistency.
• Time-proven mortise and tenon joinery is glued and
pinned for a lifespan of over 100 years.

▲

• Built with higher standards—AAMA rating
approval pending

Replicated 1901 hangers
made exclusively for
SpencerWorks create a true
vintage appearance and a
unique finishing touch.
▲

As viewed from inside.

Patent Pending

Advantages of a SpencerWorks™ Window
The screen is
permanently attached
by conventional
spline method.
Exterior molding
enhances your
window’s appearance.

Patent-pending, concealed storm window.

Convenient from top to bottom.

You might not think there is enough space for a concealed storm
window, but SpencerWorks’ patent-pending design makes it all
possible. No additional modifications to your existing windows
are required.

Easy-tab locks make this storm window a snap to open and
close. This tight, rattle-free window glides along a durable pile
weather stripping, locking the weather out and keeping your
house quiet and comfortable.

Beauty. Strength. Durability.

Experience perfect alignment.

Every SpencerWorks window is handcrafted to preserve the
beauty and elegance of traditional architecture. Experience the
benefits of our traditional mortise and tenon joinery year after
year. In fact, our concealed storm window track actually improves
torsional stability and overall rigidity.

Every SpencerWorks window is measured for precise alignment
and built to exacting specifications. The result is a tight, efficient
fit and clear view from every direction.

SpencerWorks specializes in custom-built, concealed hanging storm windows.
We can also create traditional storm windows to match.
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